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The Rt Hon Rishi Sunak MP
Chancellor of the Exchequer
HM Treasury
1 Horse Guards Rd
Westminster
London SW1A 2HQ
16 April 2020
Dear Chancellor,
The Government’s announcement of the Coronavirus Self-employment Income
Support Scheme on 26th March has been welcomed by the complementary
healthcare industry, much of which falls into this category.
However, there are concerns that Government action in this area will not reach a
considerable number of these workers, leading to financial hardship for this valued
subsection of the working population.
This group includes those:
• who became self-employed after 5th April 2019
• who have invested much of their profit in the start-up of their new business
These workers will receive no support unless they fit into the tight constraints of the
Universal Credit system, which was originally developed for non-workers.
Some of our members have only been self-employed for this tax year, others have
invested their net income, but all have shown commitment to their new careers by
financing their training, completing a qualification, and by registering with a
professional membership body. We would suggest that, where these criteria have
been met, the Government offers some support at this difficult time.
We propose that there is a grant of £550 per month for any complementary
healthcare worker who does not currently receive the employment or selfemployment grants, but who holds a full membership with one of our
recognised complementary healthcare organisations as of 1st January 2020.
This will provide, in some part, analogous provision with Government supported
employees and the self-employed. This grant is comparable to those that have not
been working, but on Universal Credit at £318 per month, and is currently less than
the basic pension. The same grant of £550 could be provided to any workers that
currently receive no support because they have chosen to show entrepreneurial
spirit and re-invested their income in their new businesses, and therefore show little
profit to date. The self-employed grant is wholly based on an ability to show profit,
which many small businesses especially at start-up, do not.
This grant should also be provided, therefore, as a top-up to those businesses that
have small profits reimbursed by the self-employment income support scheme but
that deliver less than £550 per month.

Secondly, where there are part-employed workers that depend on supplementing
their paid income with their self-employment, there is now a considerable gap
between their situation, and what both the employed and the self-employed receive,
with 80% of their usual income protected by the Government’s income protection
schemes.
Where income tax is paid annually on self-employment, regardless of any other
income, the Government Self-employment Income Support Scheme should provide
the standard profit-based grant. This would ensure parity for the part-time selfemployed.
Whilst our members appreciate the challenge the Government faces in supporting
workers in need, but also preventing fraud, we ask you to show fairness and parity
in your approach, and accept that some workers do not fall into the narrow
boundaries of the current financial relief.
Your action to limit financial hardship for this subsection of the self-employed could
prevent many micro businesses going out of business in the aftermath of Covid-19.

Yours sincerely,

Matthew Williams
On behalf of the Integrated Healthcare Collaborative

The Integrated Healthcare Collaborative (IHC) is a collection of the following 21 leading
organisations representing complementary, traditional and natural healthcare.

